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Rowdies Website: Larry Pittman, 
Webmaster 
http://www.mg-cars.org.uk/michiganrowdies/ 
Larry Pitman's Database Report: 52 Active and Paid-
Up Members 
Deadline for submitting material for the 
next issue is: June 20, 2020 
  
    For Sale-1960 MGA 
        Matt Wigent’s 1960 MGA 
 It has an 1800 three main bearing from 1964. The 
motor was completely rebuilt. I took off the Weber carbs 
and put in original SU carbs on it. It runs like a dream. 
Started yesterday after sitting for four months.  

 Leather seats (Lisa and I rebuilt the interior) 
Built in a stereo. No antenna but can play MP3s. You can 
get satellite radio easily. Stainless exhaust. The coil was 
removed from the generator and it works great. British 
Racing Green with almost all new chrome. Painting was 
done over ten years ago and needs freshening. Clutch was 
replaced. Brakes were finally right after a decade. 
Emergency brake works. Oil cooler. Fresh mini lites for 
knock off wheels. It will run for a long time but I want to 
make someone real happy. 
 I am asking $17,500 based on what people have 
recommended. I am not firm on the price. I want it to go  
to the right people. I want someone who will appreciate it 
and take care of it. I do not want some high schooler 
driving it to school. Underneath the hood is no prize 
winner but it all runs great. Picture above. I can send 
others. It won 3rd prize at Battle of the Brits and I did not 
wash it. It is at my shop in Waterford Michigan and I have  

a lift so you can look under it. Feel free to call me. I can  
talk about it all day.    Matthew Wigent 
  2901 Middlebelt Road 
  West Bloomfield, MI 48324 
  (248) 949-3212  
  

For Sale-MGA Parts 
  For Sale: Item 1: Any one wanting to up grade 
your MGA to disc brakes I have a complete MGB wire 
wheel front cross member with all the parts to do the 
conversion. $200 
Item 2: If you want to convert from disc wheel to spoke 
wheel set up, I have a pair of MGA wire wheel front hubs 
and a complete wire wheel MGA rear end. Asking $200 
for the MGA parts. 
If you need wire wheels, I have a set of four MGA wire 
wheels with Kelly Springfield 165 SR tires mounted and 
balanced. $200 for the MGA wire wheels with tires.  
Delivery on all items available in Michigan for gas 
money. Mark Barnhart cell 810-444-2054 

        Letters 
 Is It Real, Or Is It Memorex? 
 Jeff Smith wrote in with a link for a video 
showing a pretty amazing bit of driving skill-driving a 
12,000 lb Presidential limo backwards around a race track 
at 60 mph. Jeff says, “As I recall, the drivers in the 
president's motorcade are trained and able to 
spontaneously reverse direction in unison should there 
ever be a threat to the president that requires them to 
quickly extract the president and themselves from the 
danger. The attached video is about the President's limo 
driver in "The Beast”."  
 Take a look and see what you think about this: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fha57O0tau4 
Is it real? Bill Weakley said “That is truly astounding.  I 
can't even imagine being able to do that.  Does anyone 
recognize the race course?” John Alexander says “It's 
Lime Rock Park. That was some amazing driving!” while 
Andy Hoffman sent in “Are you sure that this video is not 
fabricated?  The smoke from the tires, the outlines of the 
car and the fact that no dirt was kicked up when the car 
drifted slightly off the track look suspicious.” Finally 
your editor chimed in with “It sure looks real to me. I bet 
Dave Smith can relate to this. He’s probably spent some 
very exciting minutes on a race track going backwards  
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and wondering exactly where all that will end up. As for 
me, my neck barely turns far enough any more to safely 
make a left hand turn out of the grocery store parking 
lot.” 
 WELL, make your choice. Then for the answer, 
click or paste this link: https://jalopnik.com/you-know-
that-limo-racing-backwards-is-fake-right-1764385747 

         Vintage Watkins Glen 
 I was digging through racing memorabilia and 
realized it was 22 years ago that I last saw Stirling Moss 
who just passed away at age 90. It was the 50th 
anniversary of racing at the Glen. He was 69 years young 
and driving a Lotus 23 in the vintage enduro race. His 
wife Suzie was there too. That 1998 race weekend was 
memorable for me as well.  In addition to getting 
Stirling’s autograph I got autographs from John Fitch, 
Phil Walters, Brian Lister, and met Briggs Cunningham 
II, who’s father drove and sponsored LeMans teams when 
I was in France.  Plus my co-pilot for that trip was a 
young Neil Griffin! Here is a great video of MG vintage 
racing in 1994 at the Glen: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ux9htRSNSp0&feature=youtu.be  It brings back 
great memories for me.  About one minute in you will see 
Mark & Marji Barnhart in the center of the crowd. Those 
of you who participated in vintage racing as fans or were 
connected with a team will certainly recall the cars and 
stars.  The Friday downtown festival that is repeated each 
year is always awesome. Even if you missed this great 
stretch of vintage racing at memorial tracks all over the 
eastern half of the country I think you will enjoy this. 
    Dave Quinn   

         Stay Safe 
 Dave and Donna Quinn managed to safely 
celebrate St. Patrick’s Day this year even in spite of 
Covid-19.  
See their technique in this picture Dave sent.         

      

   Eureka! 
Guys   A good article on the methodology of trouble 
shooting.  Credit to Hagerty for this article. 
   Dave Smith 
Rob Siegel had just finished a three-part series about 
shimmed valve adjustment in his 1974 Lotus Europa 
Twin-Cam Special in the Hagerty newsletter. You 
wouldn’t think he could get a fourth article out of the 
process—and you’d be wrong. The car won’t start. Time 
to troubleshoot. Click on the link below and start 
troubleshooting with Rob. 
https://www.hagerty.com/media/maintenance-and-tech/
the-rare-eureka-moment-when-troubleshooting-finally-
pays-off/ sent. 
  Back In The Day 
No MGs or Rileys, but I thought this was a neat old shot.            

    Dave Quinn 
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Some Pics of Bruce Mann’s Latest 
MGA ‘Better Than New’ Paint Job 
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May 
2 Drive Your MG Day-Curt & Stephanie   
 Smith-Location & Time TBA 
16 Camp Dearborn  by WDMGC 
23 Classics at the City Club-Noon-3:00 pm 
 1830 Washtenaw Ave, Ann Arbor, MI 

June 
1-5 GT-45  Colorado Springs, CO 
7 Brits Return to FT. Meigs 
 Toledo, OH 
14 Wings & Wheels 10 am-4:00 pm-to support 
 Yankee Air Museum at Willow Run Airport 
20-21 Motor Muster- Greenfield Village 
23-26 GOF Central MGTD-Marshall, MI 
26-28 Mid-Ohio Vintage Gran Prix Races 
 Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course, Lexington, OH 
 John Alexander 
28 Michiana Brits Car Show-10 am-3 pm   
 St Mary’s College, South Bend, IN-across from   
 Notre Dame 

July 
10 Rolling Sculpture-Ann Arbor-Featuring 
 Vintage British Cars! 
11-12 Mad Dogs Car Show-Gilmore Museum, 
 Hickory Corners, MI 

August 
1 Rowdie B’Day Party-Janice & Lloyd   
 Herring’s-7600 Jericho, NE-Rockford, MI  
9 Alden Car Show-Alden, MI 
22 Tom Fant’s Fantabulous Beach   
 Party!-Portage Lake, Pinckney, MI 

September 
6 Battle of the Brits-Camp Dearborn 
17-20 SE British Car Festival-Peachtree  
 MG Registry-Dillard, GA. NAMGAR   
 Regional Meet 
18 Cars on the Green-3:00-7:00 pm Friday 
 Dixboro, MI 
20 Orphan Car Show-Ypsilanti, MI 
29 to Put-In-Bay Races, OH 
Oct 2  

October 
TBD Rowdie Fall Color Tour-Dave Quinn 
TBD Colour Tour Weekend North-Tom Fant 

December 
6 Rowdie Christmas Party-Chelsea, MI 
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  CANCELED: ROWDIES 2020 EVENTS-THE LIST THAT NEVER WAS 
Currently Our Club Events Are Either Canceled Or In Limbo-Stay Tuned!

“Wait a minute…I think I see a banana peel down 
inside here!”-submitted by Steve & Diane Mazurek
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CHAIRMAN’S CHATTER-by 
Bill Weakley – 

I just reread my last 
column, written not quite two 
months ago.  How the world 
has changed.  So many plans 
have been scrapped or 
delayed.  Two months ago, we 
had heard about the corona 
virus, but we were told 

everything was under control.  So we weren’t 
expecting it to upset everything.  Now we are stuck 
at home except for the runs to the grocery and drug 
stores.  Of course, being home is not a bad thing, 
but too much of a good thing is not always so good.  
It certainly affects retired folks much differently than 
those who are still trying to work.

I had planned to leave for Pensacola in two 
days, and I was pretty much on schedule with my 
MGC rebuild until a few weeks ago when everything 
was being cancelled.  Now I am taking the time to 
do some of the things I would have skipped over to 
stay on schedule.  The main problem I have in 
finishing the car is installing the windshield.  I’m 
pretty sure I will need at least two guys to help me to 
compress the seal between the windshield frame 
and cowl, so that isn’t going to happen until at least 
May.  I also have been doing a few jobs on the 
MGA, nothing big.  I have driven it a bit.  

Unfortunately, it’s hard to look like you are 
doing anything essential driving an MGA. One of the 
minor problems with this situation that I am sure 
many of you have experienced is the loss of the 
sense of time, especially keeping track of what day it 
is.  With none of our regular activities, every day is 
Saturday or Tuesday or whatever.  If it weren’t for 
our cell phones and digital clocks, we would quickly 
lose track the dates.

Another problem is that I miss my hardware 
store.  I typically visit them several times a week, 
sometimes more than once a day.  I’m not good at 
planning these trips, when I know I can run over and 
pick up whatever I need.  Now I have resorted to 
buying some things on line that I would normally 
have shopped for locally.

So far, I have not heard of any Rowdies who 
have contracted the virus.  I certainly hope it stays 
that way.  This has really messed up just about 
everything, but if we get through it with our health 
intact, I guess it will be worth it.

I don’t know when we will be able to resume 
any of our planned activities.  There is some hope 
that we might start resuming some normal activities 
in May.  However, it sounds like we may be wearing 
masks and gloves for a while longer.  It’s going to 
make for some odd but memorable photos of 
Rowdie events.  It would be great to get out on Drive 
Your MGA Day.  We’ll just have to wait and see.  
Stay tuned, as they say.

April 14 – I finally got the bottom seal on the 
MGC windshield, trimmed and ready.  Even though I 
knew that it is supposed to take at least three 
people, I had to put it on the car just to see how it 
looked.  So once it was there, I had to mess with it 
and see how hard it was going to be to get the 
attaching bolts in.  So with a lot of effort, I managed 
to get one bolt in.  It was all downhill from there.  So 
the windshield is installed.  Now I can reinstall the 
dash and seats.  Then after a check of the electrical 
system, I can install the battery and finally start the 
car.  I started stripping the car last August.  If it is on 
the road on this week it will have been an eight 
month project – almost on my original schedule.  We 
were supposed to leave for Pensacola today, so I 
am two or three weeks behind the schedule which 
went out the window when the coronavirus came to 
town.

April 18 – We should have had the Kimber 
party today.  We probably would not have had many 
MGs attending, since it snowed all day yesterday, 
and there was a generous amount of salt on our 
local roads.  I hope we have a nice rain soon, 
because I am getting close to driving my MGC.  The 
dash is in.  I have no idea how they installed the 
dash in the factory, but the way that finally worked 
for me was to leave the tach out to be able to install 
the last nut holding the top of the dash.  Hooking up 
the speedometer with the dash in place may not be 
impossible, but I think hands the size of a seven-
year-old would be necessary.  Thanks to Allen 
Bachelder for some helpful advice.  He’s done a 
dash conversion on his C as well.  Working on the 
MGA dash is a piece of cake compared to the B/C 
dash.

April 21 – First drive of the MGC.  It feels 
great to have it on the road again.  There are a 
couple minor items I can work on, but there is 
obviously no rush.  It’s just nice to have it “done”.
Please, please stay safe.  Surely we’ll driving as a 
group by the next issue.      Chairman Bill
(Check out Bill’s Beautiful Cover Picture!)
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Installing A Speedometer Cable
When installing a speedometer cable (flexible drive), check to be certain that the inner cable is 
fully seated into the receiver/drive assembly at the back of the speedometer or tachometer and 
that (with the cable affixing nut slid back on the outer cable), without exerting any pressure on 
the cable housing, the end of the outer cable housing sits flush against the threaded post that the 
cable was inserted into. If there is any gap between the end of the cable housing and the threaded 
post, either: 
• The inner cable is too long. 
• A piece of broken cable is jammed into the drive socket at the rear of the unit.  
• If the inner drive cable is too long, it will exert pressure on and quickly/permanently damage 

the internal cradle assembly. 
Check for the correct inner cable dimension. Before checking the dimension, be certain that the 
inner cable is fully seated into the outer cable/housing. 
The absolute best lubricant to use is graphite. It sprays in with a solvent carrier. This carrier 
quickly evaporates, leaving a dry coat of graphite behind, which is an excellent dry lubricant. 
Caution - this lubricant sprays on - and permanently marks - like black spray paint, so be careful 
where it drips! 
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  MGA H4 SU Carburetor Jet Centering 
    by Bruce Mann & John Casey

If you ever discover your carburetor needle binding in the jet bore due to mis-
alignment, consider these steps to remedy the problem (having the carb snug in 
a vice simplifies this procedure immensely): 

PREPARATION: 
Tighten the mixture adjusting nut to its full-up (lean) position so that the jet is all the way up 
and is level with the top of the jet bearing and the bridge. 
Loosen the carburetor jet bearing with a 13/16 wrench (Big Nut on the Bottom). 
Loosen the dome screws and remove the dome and piston. 
Loosen the needle retaining screw at the base of the piston. 
Pull the needle out of the piston about 1/8” – 3/16” so the needle shank is visible. Once 1/8” – 
3/16” of the shank is visible, re-tighten the needle retaining screw. 
 WHY: Because when using the carb needle to center the jet, we want the tapered 
needle to be all the way down into the jet and the needle collar seated on the top of the jet. This 
allows the needle to center the jet with it’s largest (thickest) diameter (explained later). 
 After you have the needle screw re-tightened, with 1/8” – 3/16” shank visible, insert the 
needle and piston into the carb body, then put the dome on in the proper orientation and snug 
the three dome screws. 
 ALIGNING THE JET:  
Next, find a screw driver that will easily fit into the piston damper tube without scratching the 
sides of the damper tube. 
As you keep light downward pressure on the piston, slowly tighten the 13/16 jet bearing nut.   
 CAUTION: 
Don’t push down too hard on the piston or you might force the needle shank up into the piston. 
 ALMOST DONE: 
After the jet bearing nut is tight, check that the piston moves up and down without the needle 
binding. 
 If the needle rubs just a bit, don’t worry because that portion of the needle shaft used to 
center the jet will be above the jet once the needle is returned to its correct position in the 
piston and the jet is lowered when adjusting mixture. 
 Remove the dome screws and the dome, pull out the piston, loosen the needle retaining 
screw and reinsert the needle so the shank is even with the bottom of the piston.  
Tighten the needle retaining screw, re-assemble the piston and dome, return to the carb body 
and tighten dome screws. 
 After re-assembly, turn the mixture nut two and half turns, check for free piston travel 
and no binding of the needle in the jet bore. 
If it moves freely as designed.  Success!  Bruce Mann & John Casey 
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We’re all aware of the many 
famous MGA racers and record 
breakers, but how many of you 
have read about the record 
breakers that came before 
WWII? Brian Beery sent us an 
article explaining them written 
by Dennis May from Sports Cars 
Illustrated of June 1958. Read 
about George Eyston and others 
below…

(Continued next page)
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    September 17-20, 2020 

The Peachtree MG Registry presents: 

A Southern British Car Weekend in the mountains of 
North Georgia at 

The Dillard House Inn, Dillard, GA. 

https://www.dillardhouse.com 
All makes and models of British cars and motorcycles are 
welcome!  
  This is also a NAMGAR regional event with 

MG Magnette ZA and ZB, built between 1953 and 1958, as the 
featured model!  Here is a video of the Dillard show field from 2018: 

youtube.comwatchv=qVvlzc7oceU
NOTICE! We planned to open registrations for Dillard 2020 on April 1st.  However, the 
PMGR Board has decided that, in view of the Corona Virus Pandemic, it would be best to 
hold off opening reservations until later.  However, The event is not cancelled! We will 
revisit the situation in mid to late June and make a final decision about the event at that 
time. 
However, because of limited availability of rooms, we recommend that all who want to 
attend the Dillard weekend this year, go ahead and make your reservations at the Dillard 
House.  You can cancel them later, if appropriate.  When you call the Dillard House, ask for 
Emily.  Reservations 706-746-5348 Toll Free 800-541-0671, Ext 1.  
The Group Code is SEBF2020MG 
The Dillard House website is:  https://www.dillardhouse.com 
If Dillard House fills up or you prefer other housing, here are 2 links: 
http://www.rabuncountyrecreation.com/…/lodging-information.…
https://www.dillardgeorgia.com/lodging/ 

If you have questions, 
please feel free to 
contact Steve Ratcliffe, 
pmgrwebmaster@gmail
.com

https://www.dillardhouse.com/
http://youtube.comwatchv=qvvlzc7oceu/
https://www.dillardhouse.com/
http://www.rabuncountyrecreation.com/cms/uploads/file/secure/lodging-information.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0pF9XWFnzhvZHvRhf3wy65U4P8lu09KzaWKTj1pwh2Is9_1K2p42YyCz8
https://www.dillardgeorgia.com/lodging/
mailto:pmgrwebmaster@gmail.com
mailto:pmgrwebmaster@gmail.com
https://www.dillardhouse.com/
http://youtube.comwatchv=qvvlzc7oceu/
https://www.dillardhouse.com/
http://www.rabuncountyrecreation.com/cms/uploads/file/secure/lodging-information.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0pF9XWFnzhvZHvRhf3wy65U4P8lu09KzaWKTj1pwh2Is9_1K2p42YyCz8
https://www.dillardgeorgia.com/lodging/
mailto:pmgrwebmaster@gmail.com
mailto:pmgrwebmaster@gmail.com
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By Larry Pittman  
It’s been quite a while since I provided any update on what’s going on with the restoration of my ’58 

Magnette ZB.  If you happen to read MGA! magazine I have provided some updates there so some of my 
comments may be duplicates of what you’ve read there.   

 Here’s a brief history of my time with the Magnette: 

   Hard to believe, but I’ve had the car for 3½ years already.  I purchased it in August of 2016 from 
the previous owner in Parma, OH.  The car had been purchased new by his father-in-law and it had passed 
to him after the death of both his wife’s parents.  There was never any title transfer during that time so he 
didn’t have a valid title.  He had told me on the phone that he would have it in hand by the time I made 
my scheduled trip to pick it up.  When we arrived, still no title so I withheld $500 from my promised 
purchase price and headed home with the car.  
 I wasn’t sure at first about getting started on restoration without the title, but finally started in on 
it with the thought I wouldn’t spend any money until I had the title.  Turns out I did spend some money in 
the fall of 2017 on a 5 main 1800 engine that I got from Forrest Johnson since I’d already decided I 
wanted to make that change and he had one available.  Promises kept coming for the title but one never 
arrived.  I finally decided I was going to see 
what I could do about getting a title on my 
own.  Turns out that a trip to the Secretary of 
State gave me the guidelines on how to 
proceed.  I had to have a local police officer 
stop by and validate the VIN with a signature 
on a form I’d received.  Then I had to take out 
a surety bond for twice the value of the car.  I 
did that through Hagerty and it was 
surprisingly easy – apparently not all that 
unusual for them.  I then applied for a title and 
received it soon after.  That was in the spring 
of 2018, already a year and a half into my 
ownership.  Wasn’t long after that that the previous owner called to say he had finally gotten the title.  I 
said, thanks but I’d already gotten one on my own.  Besides I wasn’t going to finally give him the extra 
$500 at that point. 

 That finally got me more serious on charging ahead although nothing has moved fast on this car.  
There were numerous changes that had to be made to the engine to make it work in a Magnette.  I should 
mention here that the NAMGAR Magnette group led by our own Allen Bachelder was a big help.  It’s 
basically an email group that usually manages to meet up once a year at the national GT.   

 Allen was the one who came up with how to convert 
the 5 main 1800 to work on a Magnette.  You should know that 
the original Magnette engine is a 1500 very similar to the 
MGA engine, but with a different oil pan and some other minor 
differences.  If you take a look at the photo of the engine you’ll 
see that the oil pan is “flattened” at the rear of the car 
compared to other MGA and MGB engines with their equal 
depth oil pan.  That is due to the location of the steering rack 
on the Magnette.  The following issues have to be resolved to 
fit the 1800 5 main: 

•The Magnette oil pan needs to be installed on the 5 main.  
Turns out that the bolt pattern also changed between the 1500 and the 1800 5 main.  Allen came up 
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with a ¼” plate to fit between the block and the Magnette oil pan to handle 
the change.  That plate was purchased from MG Specialists, a Magnette 
supplier in the UK.  It was necessary to modify some of the hole 
locations on the Magnette oil pan, too.  As you can imagine, two 
gaskets are also needed to handle this change. 

•The oil pick-up has to be moved from the rear to the front of the engine.  
This is handled by installing the original Magnette oil pick-up at the front.  
It can be mounted to the (Bachelder designed) ¼” plate that has mounting 
holes available in it.  The 5 main oil pump stays, but the connection to the 
oil pick-up is handled with the original Magnette part. 

•Finally, the scariest part is that the oil dipstick has to be moved to the 
front of the engine.  This means drilling a new hole in the 5 main block 
and was the scariest part for me.  The drilling itself is easy in the cast iron 
material but getting the correct angle for the drilling was the difficult part.  It has to miss the oil 
pickup and bracket and needs to end up at the stop at the bottom of the oil pan so it reads the oil level 
correctly.  I was only close and had to move the stop slightly to make it all work.  I then plugged the 
original dipstick hole location with a brass set screw. 

 As a by the way, there is no frame on a Magnette.  I think this may have been MG’s first unibody 
car.  The condition of the body on the Magnette wasn’t great so I was forced to order many replacement 
panels.  They are only available from UK suppliers so I went to MG Specialists again who I understood 
had the best fitting panels.  What happened was that their shipping costs were very, very high and they 
actually advised me to find someone who could provide shipping for me.  I wasted several months and 
never found another shipper willing to do the work.  In the end I used NTG Services, also in the UK.  
Turns out they sourced their panels from MG Specialists so I knew the panels would work out.  Since 
they are a much larger firm, they have better shipping rates.  Shipping costs were still high but the parts 
arrived without issue.  Parts I’d ordered in Nov, 2018, finally arrived in early June, 2019. 

 Also in late 2018 I arranged for the body to be sandblasted.  There’s a short article on that in the 
Nov-Dec, 2018 A-Antics.  I next needed to find a painter who also did bodywork.  My painter for both 
my MGA and for my TD no longer wanted to take on complete bodies but I finally located Paul Crouch 
who Bruce Mann has used.  I was happy that Paul lives close to me.  Paul’s main negative is that he’s 
difficult to make contact with and that he is also still a full time employee.  He works in the body shop of 
a nearby car dealer so they’re still open, meaning he’s continuing to work even in this lock down world.  
Some of the smaller body parts went to Paul in May and June of 2019 with the main body and new panels 
going to him in Nov, 2019.  Work has gone very, very slowly and I haven’t had a chance to visit there in 
quite some time now.  I’m not sure how long it’ll be before he finishes up. 

 Meanwhile, I’ve continued to work on what parts I can.  I’ve had a lot of parts powder coated, but 
still find others that I want to take that route with.  Most parts are engine compartment parts but there are 
also underbody parts not easily seen but I’m hoping the powder coating gives them a little more help 
living underneath the car.  There are a lot of parts that need to be re-chromed and I haven’t yet gotten 
started on them.  I’ve mostly finished up the rear suspension with both the rear leaf springs and the rear 
end ready for install.  Both of those parts are very similar to the ‘A’ but with some minor differences.  I 
purchased a 3.9 rear end from Dave Smith and that’s now installed in the rear end.  I hope to get started 
soon on front suspension parts. 

 Just for a bit of info, I’ve planned on the following upgrades: 

•Change to a 5 main 1800.  Purchased with some assembly work still needed. 

•Front disk brakes – all parts have been purchased.  Some work has started. 
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•Rear end ratio change to 3.9 – purchased and installed. 

•Change to a 5-speed.  Transmission has been purchased and preliminary work that can be done 
before installing into the body has been completed. 

•Add insulation to the interior – has been purchased. 

•Install seat belts – parts have been purchased and body modifications have been made. 

•Air Conditioning is the big unknown right now.  My main concern is the major tear up to the dash 
area, which is already quite full in a Magnette. 

 I have yet to figure out how to handle the interior seats refinishing nor do I have a plan for the 
woodworking needs of the dash and other interior pieces.  But I will say that the restoration continues to 
move forward even though much slower than I expected.  I suspect that re-assembly will be a long 
process when the body is finally back to me.  I had planned on this being a 5-year project but I’m now 
down to just a year and a half from that goal so it may not happen by then. Stay tuned!!  Larry Pittman  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 The Jaeger speedometer in our MGAs is the same design used in many British cars 
of the late 1950s and 1960s. The main mileage and trip odometer assemblies work 
separately from the speed dial indicator, so any of the three could malfunction separately 
or all together. Commonly the main shaft which the speedometer cable connects into at 
the back of the speedometer case seizes solidly in the frame due to drying out of 
lubrication, causing the cable to break and everything to quit working . Here are 2 
drawings that show the general parts of the this type speedometer. 

The pictures below are of a Rover unit, but very similar to the MGA one. 
 The speedometer works using a spinning bar magnet. Closely aligned with the bar 
magnet is an aluminium disc with a lip, called a ‘drag cup’, which is connected to a main 
central spindle. The speed indicator needle is a press fit on the end of this spindle, so as 
the aluminium disc turns, the needle also turns over the dial to indicate the car’s speed. 
As the speed of the spinning magnet increases it creates an electromagnetic field, which 
induces electric ‘eddy currents’ that create an opposing magnetic field in the aluminium 
cup. That in turn causes it and the attached dial needle to be dragged along with the bar 
magnet, and the faster it turns, the more force is produced, turning the needle further. 
There is a fine hairspring around the thin central shaft opposing the movement of the cup, 
and returning the needle to its resting point when the bar magnet (and car) stop moving. 

 To take your speedometer apart you first need to remove the bezel by twisting 
counterclockwise until the locating bayonet tabs match the cutouts in the case. This may 
take some careful manipulating if things are tight from age and old rubber, but take your 
time with it and perhaps try some WD-40 along the edge. Then undo the 2 screws on the 
back of the case, and remove the entire assembly. With the speedo at rest, i.e. the needle 
resting on the stop, make a mark on the side of the frame with a felt tip pen and, adjacent 
to this, mark the drag cup so that you can reassemble the pointer in approximately the 
correct position on reassembly. Then you can remove the indicator needle, which is a 
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press fit. To do this, pry the needle carefully off with 2 levers after placing a thin card 
between the levers and the dial face, to prevent scratching it. Pry up against the needle 
boss. You can even use 2 small spoons as pry bars, or it can also be removed by pulling 
straight out and carefully twisting while holding the drag cup from turning. 
 Remove the 2 small screws in the middle of the dial face that allow the face to 
come off. To disassemble the mechanism further, there are 4 screws (top, 2 sides, and 
bottom) holding the stator plate that mounts the odometer and trip odometer wheels to the 
speedometer frame (see picture & arrows-top screw is hidden). The trip odometer is 

removed first by taking out the top 3 screws (one on top & one on each side of the plate) 
and leaving the bottom screw loosely in place. There are, however, 2 small springs 
holding the 2 odometer pawls against the ratchet wheels. These must be removed before 
taking off the trip and main odometer. Use fine precision tweezers for this. See pictures. 
 Once the trip odometer assembly is removed, the reset mechanism is freed up. It 
consists of a shaft plus plastic gear, spring, and short pin through the shaft that holds the 
gear from slipping. Be careful not to lose the pin which slides loosely through the shaft, 
and fits down into a groove on the top of the reset plastic gear. The shaft slides down & 
out of the stator plate. It is located on top by a hole in the trip odometer housing. (Note: 
The MGA shaft runs up and down and not front to back as in pictured speedometer 
below. It also uses a small cotter pin or screw to locate the assembly). 
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Once the trip odometer assembly is removed, you will be able to remove the stator plate 
and main odometer assembly, but you must be EXTREMELY CAREFUL with the  
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hairspring which is soldered to the drag cup disc, and held at the other end by a pin  
into one of the support posts (see pictures above). You can pull this pin out carefully 
with needle nose pliers and free the spring. This allows you to remove the last of the 4 
mounting screws and pull the plate and main odometer assembly carefully forward from 
the hairspring and the drag cup. 
 You can then lift off the drag cup and see the pivot point on the back end of the 

spindle shaft. There is debate over whether any lubricant is used here and, if any, 
powdered graphite or a drop of very light machine oil (sparingly) is suggested. Once 
apart, you can see the bar magnet assembly and shaft which goes through the back of the 
frame. This is where the square end of the speedometer cable is inserted, and which spins 
the bar magnet causing the drag cup with the attached dial needle to turn, and indicate 
your speed (see pictures above). The bar magnet assembly is held in the frame by 2 
screws. After removing these 2 screws the assembly and shaft may be withdrawn from 
the housing, and the worm gear and 2 fibre drive gears for the odometers may be 
inspected. The fibre drive odometer gears are attached to a shaft which runs through the 
frame and has an eccentric smaller shaft at the other end that turns and drives the 
odometer pawl to turn the mileage wheels. These gear shafts can also seize up due to 
drying out of old grease and cause a breakage of a couple of teeth on the gear, so best to 
remove them to clean and re-grease. These gears and shafts can be withdrawn by  
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removing the flat locking spring tab holding the pawl onto each shaft. Once the main 
shaft and the 2 odometer gear drive shafts are removed they should be cleaned of all old 

grease and dirt, and re-lubricated with a light grease. 
 Then the odometer gears may be reassembled, and the main shaft with bar magnet 
reinserted. You must first clean this shaft and the hole in the frame it fits in.  I polished 
lightly with fine emery cloth, and applied some light grease and secured it with the 2 
screws. Put the drag cup with hairspring back in place, and then very CAREFULLY put 
the stator plate and main odometer assembly back onto the frame with only the bottom 
screw holding it on. When doing this you must be careful to not damage the hairspring 
which has to come up through the stator plate center hole so the bent end of the spring 
may be secured to the support post with the longer of the 2 pins (the short one is for the 
plastic gear on the trip reset mechanism). 
 At this point you are almost done reassembling the speedometer. The hairspring is 
now re-attached and undamaged, and you can gently turn the drag cup clockwise (looking 
at the face) and it should easily spring back when released. The needle and dial face are 
still off, and the stator plate is held to the frame by the single bottom screw. The main 
odometer assembly is on the stator plate (and was never removed), but the trip odometer 
mechanism and wheels need to be mounted on the stator plate with the remaining 3 
screws. When you slip the trip odometer onto the stator plate, you will have to first 
reinstall the reset shaft, plastic gear, pin, and coarse spring in place. You need to be sure 
that the top of the reset shaft is located in the hole in the trip odometer housing, and that 
the gear, spring, and short pin (or screw or cotter pin) are all in the proper position. Then 
tighten all 4 stator plate screws, and replace the 2 small springs in position again to hold 
the 2 pawls in place against the ratchet wheels.  
 Finally assemble the dial face and screw the 2 tiny screws holding it on. The needle 
is a push fit over the shaft. The drag cup and frame marks should be aligned and held in  
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place while the needle is pushed on near the rest pin at “0”. The hairspring should now 
hold it lightly against the “0” stop when you release the drag cup. Install the speedometer 
back in its case with 2 screws. Fit the bezel and glass temporarily and install it in the car 
and connect the speedometer cable. Go for a test drive. Compare the dial reading with a 
GPS app on your iPhone and note how far off it is from true speed. If it reads, for 
example, 43 mph when you are going 60 mph you should remove the bezel and glass, 
take mechanism out of the case, hold the drag cup with the needle reading 43, and then 
gently turn the needle clockwise until it reads 60 mph. Reassemble and test, and repeat if 
necessary. When satisfied replace unit back in dashboard. (For additional reference I highly 
recommend reviewing the excellent article Repairing Jaeger and Smiths Speedometers by Anthony 
Rhodes at http://obswww.unige.ch/~wildif/cars/docs/Smith-jaeger_speedo_repair.pdf  and  also a 
YouTube video showing Dr. Mike Flannery removing the needle at  https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=yG6-KpkVbsA  He apparently offers a repair service as well.)  Ken Nelson  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THE GEARSHIFT KNOB-by Rob Alper 
 (from ‘Meshing Gears’ NJ Car Club 11-19) 
I bought myself a brand new, 1972, British Racing 
Green, MGB after I graduated from college. I’d been 
saving my money from the summer jobs and the days I 
worked after school and Saturdays for a long time. 
Tuition at the City University of New York was free in 
those days so I was able to save almost enough for the 
car. I started working full time after graduation and in 
a short time I had enough saved to buy my MGB. I’d 
been wanting it for a very long time and when I finally 
got it I knew that the car was perfect in every way but 
one. The gearshift knob was a small, round black piece 
of bakelite. Aside from the fact that it was 
uncomfortable in my hand, it was ugly. How, I wanted 
to know, could the people at British Leyland design 
and produce such a magnificent car that was perfect in 
every way except for this? How could they put this 
excuse for a gearshift knob in this car?  
Back in the day, before the onslaught of Japanese 
sedans, it was difficult to get foreign car parts. There 
weren’t a lot of foreign cars around and for most 
dealerships foreign cars were the orphan child of the 
group. There weren’t large inventories of parts. As a 
result, a number of foreign car/sports car shops sprung 
up. They’d carry typical parts and accessories for 
foreign cars and sports cars. One Saturday afternoon, 
after a ½ day of work I took a walk over to The 
Motoring Shop on 6th Avenue and 18th Street in 
Manhattan. Much to 
my delight they had a whole showcase full of wooden 
gearshift knobs, some with the car’s emblem on top. I 
was delighted. My MGB would now be completely 
perfect. I found a wooden knob with the MG emblem 
on top, bought it, took it home and in an New York 
minute installed it.  
It was perfect. It looked great and felt great in my 
hand. Better yet as time passed it developed a patina. 

Driving through some twisties a little too fast my 
hands would sweat and the knob would absorb it. 
On a date with a pretty girl my hand would sweat and 
the knob would absorb it. On a 90 degree day my hand 
would sweat and the knob would absorb it. Before 
long, the gearshift knob had so much of my skin oils 
on it that it became a part of me and my ownership of 
the car. Years later my MG was vandalized and I sold 
it. I wish I could still find the gearshift knob, but I 
don’t know where I put it. 
In 2002, after years of driving Honda Accords and 
Civics, I bought myself a Honda S2000. Much like my 
MGB my S2000 was perfect in every way but one. 
The designers at Honda made the car with a Titanium 
gearshift knob. I think they thought it looked modern 
but they didn’t realize that it was very cold in the 
winter and very hot to the touch in the summer. No, 
this would never do. 
A few years later, while looking at the vendor tables at 
Britfest, I found a wooden gearshift knob with the MG 
emblem on top. All of a sudden it occurred to me that 
this would be perfect for my S2000. I bought it and 
headed to Sears to find a 150x2 mm tap so that I could 
make the gearshift knob fit into my S2000. Most 
people don’t understand why I have an MG gearshift 
knob in a Honda S2000, but it makes perfectly good 
sense to me. You see, in my mind my S2000 is the 
same as my MGB, the only difference is 30 years. My 
love of sports cars started with my MGB and evolved 
to my S2000. The gearshift knob 
is the link tying the past to the 
present. 
So, if you see my S2000 with the 
MG gearshift knob please don’t 
laugh. To you it might look out of 
place, but to me it is a part of my 
history. 

http://obswww.unige.ch/~wildif/cars/docs/Smith-jaeger_speedo_repair.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yG6-KpkVbsA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yG6-KpkVbsA
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Celebrities & Their MGs
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MGs have always been popular with the 
average person, but loads of celebrities 
have also owned and enjoyed them. Can 
you name all these famous owners?   
     Answers below.
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11
12

13

14
15

16

17
18

1. Petula Clark  2. Bill Wyman (Rolling Stones Bassist)  3. Mike Love (Beach Boys)  4. Prince Charley  5. The 
Monkeys  6.Kate Moss  7. Roy Orbison  8. Carroll Shelby  9. Sharon Stone  10. Steve McQueen  11. Booker T. 
and the MGs  12. Steve McQueen  13. Kate Moss  14. Sting  15. Elvis (in Blue Hawaii)  16. Lenny Bruce (he 
owned an MGB)  17. Tommy Steele (an early British Rocker)  18. Emma Thompson    
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Chairman Bill and Mary Ellen’s Report: 
 I hope this finds you all safe in your own homes.  It looks 
like we will be in this situation for at least another 
month.  If you haven't figured it out by now, all Rowdie 
events are on hold until further notice.  This holds true for 
any car events that I know of.  Even the Indy 500 is put 
off until September.  The official end of the coronavirus 
restrictions is the end of April, but I'll be surprised if it is 
not extended for at least another month.  Until we can do 
extensive testing, the virus will continue to spread, since 
people with the virus can spread it before they show 
symptoms.  Let's all hope that the medical, scientific and 
production communities can catch up with the needs.  
  
In the meantime, the weather is getting nicer, so that is 
one less excuse for not working on your MG.  Of course, 
if you need any parts, that could be a problem.  I see that 
Moss has completely closed down for now.  LBCarCo is 
still taking and shipping orders and other on-line 
suppliers are working for now.  Our local hardware stores 
and auto parts stores are still open, but I am reluctant to 
make trips around town unless really necessary.  
  
I took the MGA out to the gas station yesterday.  I figure 
it won't hurt to keep all the gas tanks full for now.  Yes, I 
sanitized everything I touched before getting back in the 
car.  While we were out, we went to a park for a walk 
while keeping our distance from others.  It was nice to get 
the A out on a sunny day.  
  
So please keep following the official guidelines and keep 
looking forward to this summer.  Maybe we'll be lucky 
and be able to start events by Memorial Day.  In any case, 
we should all try to keep in touch.  If you have an MG 
project you are working on, please share with other 
Rowdies.  This would also be a good time to write a little 
article for Ken to put in the A-Antics.  
  
Safety Fast (but mostly not going anywhere at all),  
   Chairman Bill 

From Dave & Chari Smith 
 Great to get a note from you & family. Chari and I are in 
our 25th day of Home “visitation”.  On the car front, The 
Austin Healey Sprite is out of Winter Storage. The battery 
was duff, but still under warranty, so with Mask & gloves 
in place, I procured a replacement.  Then the upper 
radiator hose developed a pin hole leak. Tempted to use 
duct tape, but donning my PPE, I took the old formed 
hose to Auto Zone. The young man behind the counter 
did not have a computer listing, but was able to take the 
old fashioned route and hand matched the duff hose to 

two formed candidates. Selecting one, and  by cutting off 
3 inches on one end, I had a perfect fit. Then a simple 
matter to top off the radiator and holding tank with 
antifreeze. 
  
One trip to Speedway to get 5 gallon of 93 octane into the 
tank worked well.  The 5 month old 2 gallon of dregs 
blended well & the 1275 runs & starts very well. On other 
sunny days I made a trip to Delhi Café for Carry out. 
Elaine and Demetria are good people and appreciated the 
patronage. 
  
Daughter Katherine and Grandson Joe are teaming up at 
her home in Nashville MI on restoring a 1974 MG 
Midget. So Far this spring they have drained the gas tank 
(the last year that MG put a drain on the tank) and also 
changed the Brake Fluid and Clutch Fluid. The Battery 
also took a charge, so the next step is to Flush the 
Radiator. 
  
Chari and I are also concerned on when the Covid-19 will 
Peak and then taper off. Glad to hear that GT-45 is still 
scheduled. Think positive thoughts for that one.  Love to 
hear about any Rowdie winter or Spring MGA projects 
going on.  I have been in touch with Bill Brown of St. 
Paul MN recently. He is doing a frame up restoration of 
the Smith 1959 MGA red roadster. He sent lots of pictures 
and is doing a beautiful Job. David Smith 
  

From Dave & Donna Quinn: 
I have not touched the MGA.  We are adjusting to living 
together.  Donna can’t go to the barn and I can’t go to the 
bar.   

I am trying to figure out where to best to spend my 
Treasury CARE money.  I could buy something that will 
hold a lot TP but MGs never made a truck.  I could buy 
something to protect me from the radiation of 5G towers.  
Maybe a Rover?  Wasn’t that built as a rolling nuclear 
bunker?  

As for positive thoughts during this trying time.  I re-
discovered how to make really good popcorn.  Found the 
best detective series I have watched in many years.  If 
you have Amazon Prime, do not watch “Bosch” because 
it makes you want to binge watch it and there are only 6 x 
10 = 60 shows by my math and we have seen 40.  
We re-discovered the joys of having a puppy; it’s been 15 
years since we had one.  Mini Aussie.  11 weeks old, hell 
on wheels – and we love her.  
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Did you know that an iPhone will ask you (remind you?) 
if you want to set your alarm to go off for the 3:30 am for  

 
the puppy pee break – mine did.  Tonight’s a full moon, I 
think.  I know I will get to see it.   
I let Donna sleep since she takes over most of the day 
duties while I cook (ha, ha, ha, ha, ha).  “Since we can’t 
go out, would you like a PBJ or hot dog?”   
We had a campfire (portable) in the driveway Saturday 
night, Bluetooth speaker playing moldy oldie stuff, and 
enjoyed ourselves. 
Life’s short, enjoy it and wash those hands. Dave Quinn 

From Kathy Bertolini 
Converting a whole school district to online and distance 
learning while a quarantine is in full effect has been 
interesting to say the least...  

For those of you who haven't met me yet, I am Dave and 
Chari Smith's daughter and a LONG TIME Rowdie who 
spent the last 11 years quarantined on my own out in the 
Dakotas. It is great to be back, but man what a ride this 
has been! Many of my Superintendent Colleagues have 
absolutely nothing to compare this to, and unprecedented 
is a word that gets used a lot for us, so spending Sunday 
bleeding the brakes and swapping out Dot 3 in the Clutch 
master cylinder provided a much needed dose of normal 
for me and my son Joe. He reminds me of me when I was 
his age and it makes me smile to think of so many of you 
who helped , oh let's be honest, tolerated my enthusiasm! 
I loved growing up with all of you so much and I am so 
glad to be back knowing my son will get to know you all 
too. It is good to be home and back in Rowdie territory. I 
love and miss all of my Aunties and Uncles who showed 
me the Rowdie way.  Hope to see you all soon under 
healthier circumstances!  Hang in there Rowdies, we have 
an indomitable spirit in us and that goes a long way! 

Lots of love and wishes for Safety Fast soon! 
Kathy 
Dr. Katherine Bertolini 
Superintendent Maple Valley Schools 
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Laura Smith and 
Dr. Kathy Smith/
Bertolini in their 
younger and 
wilder days


